Few-shot sequence labeling faces a unique challenge compared with the other fewshot classification problems, owing to the necessity for modeling the dependencies between labels. Different domains often have different label sets, which makes it difficult to directly utilize the label dependencies learned from one domain in another domain. In this paper, we introduce the dependency transfer mechanism that addresses such label-discrepancy problem. The dependency transfer mechanism learns the abstract label transition patterns from the source domains and generalizes such patterns in the target domain to benefit the prediction of a label sequence. We also develop the sequence matching network by adapting the matching network to sequence labeling case. Moreover, we propose a CRF-based few-shot sequence labeling framework to integrate both the dependency transfer mechanism and the sequence matching network. Experiments on slot tagging (ST) and named entity recognition (NER) datasets show that our model significantly outperforms the strongest few-shot learning baseline by 7.96 and 11.70 F1 scores respectively in the 1-shot setting.
Introduction
Sequence labeling assigns a categorical label to each item of a sequence. It is an essential module of many Natural Language Processing (NLP) systems (e.g., part-of-speech tagging and named entity recognition). Conventional sequence labeling models (Ma and Hovy, 2016) perform well when the label set is fixed and sufficient data is available. But, sequence labeling task, such as slot tagging, faces the rapid changing of domains, and labeled data in a new domain is usually scarce. Few-shot learning technique (Miller et al., 2000; Lake et al., 2015; Vinyals et al., 2016) is appealing in this scenario since it learns a model that borrows the prior experience from the old (source) domains and adapts to the new (target) domains quickly even with very few samples (usually one or two samples for each class).
For few-shot learning, the most studied prior experience is similarity metric. Few-shot classification has been widely explored with similarity based methods (Vinyals et al., 2016; Snell et al., 2017; Sung et al., 2018; Yan et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2018) . However, instead of independently classifying each item in a sequence, sequence labeling benefits from taking the dependencies between labels into account and jointly decoding the best label sequence (Huang et al., 2015; Ma and Hovy, 2016) . Thus, few-shot sequence labeling poses a unique challenge that it also calls for modeling the dependencies between labels from the prior experience. Unfortunately, such label dependencies are hard to transfer from the source domains due to the label set discrepancy among different domains.
In this paper, we propose a CRF-based framework for few-shot linguistic sequence labeling. It finds the best label sequence by jointly considering token similarities and the label dependencies derived from the prior experience. To remedy the problem of label discrepancy, we introduce the dependency transfer mechanism (DT). It transfers label dependency information from source domains to target domain by abstracting domain specific labels into abstract labels and modeling the label dependencies between abstract labels. On the target domain, we directly generalize transfered abstract label dependencies to domain specific label dependencies without either transfer learning or fine-tuning. To model similarities for the sequence labeling case, we introduce the sequence matching network (SMN) by adapting vanilla matching network (Vinyals et al., 2016) . Experimental results on few-shot slot tagging and named entity recognition show that our model achieves significant improvement over the strongest few-shot learning baseline. Analysis shows that modeling label dependencies yields more accurate and consistent sequence labeling results. 3 The main contributions of this work could be summarized as follows: (1) We propose a CRF-based framework for few-shot sequence labeling, which predicts labels by integrating prior experience of token similarities and label dependencies. (2) We introduce the dependency transfer mechanism to transfer label dependencies across domains with different label sets. (3) We conduct experiments on slot tagging and named entity recognition. The results show the superiority of our method over existing methods and emphasize the importance of transferring label dependencies in few-shot sequence labeling.
Related Works
Here, we introduce related works of sequence labeling (Section 2.1) and few-shot learning (Section 2.2).
Sequence labeling
Conditional random fields (CRFs) have been shown to be one of the most successful approaches for sequence labeling (Huang et al., 2015; Ma and Hovy, 2016; Lafferty et al., 2001) . It finds the optimal label sequence for each input by taking both emission score and label transition score into account. Recent models take advantage of convolutional neural network (CNN) (LeCun et al., 1989) ) and bidirectional LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) to assign each token an emission score. And label dependency is modeled as transition probability between labels (transition score). However, these models suffer when the data is scarce.
For sequence labeling under data scarcity situation, transfer learning and few-shot learning have been introduced. Yang et al. (2017) proposes to transfer knowledge from source domain to the target domain by sharing the hidden feature representation and part of the model parameters between them. Jha et al. (2018) develops a Bags-of-Architecture for re-using source domain model. Fritzler et al. (2018) explores named entity recognition in the few-shot setting by independently classifying each token with prototypical network (Snell et al., 2017) .
Few-shot Learning
Few-shot learning is built upon the assumption that prior knowledge is potentially helpful. Traditional methods depend highly on hand-crafted features (Fei-Fei, 2006; Fink, 2005) . Recent efforts primarily focus on metric learning (Snell et al., 2017; Vinyals et al., 2016) . Snell et al. (2017) proposes to learn a central representation for every class and assign a sample to the class whose representation is the nearest to it. Matching network (Vinyals et al., 2016) , on the other hand, first calculates the similarities between the test sample and each sample in the support set and then assigns the test sample to the most similar class. Sequence matching network we developed is actually a normalized version of vanilla matching network. Few-shot classification methods can directly calculate an emission score for each token. However, to our best knowledge, there is no existing work that transfers the label dependencies for few-shot sequence labeling task.
Problem Definition
Throughout this paper, we denote X = (X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n ) and Y = (Y 1 , Y 2 , . . . , Y n ) as sequences of random variables, where X j corresponds to the j th token in the input sentence and Y j is the label of it. x j and y j are the realizations of them. A domain D is essentially a set of (x, y) pairs, which can be represented as D = (x (i) , y (i) )
. For each domain, there is a corresponding domain-specific Sample (1)
Support Set:
What's [O] the [O] weather [O] next [B-time] Monday [I-time] ? It [O] is [O] heavy [B-weather] raining [I-weather] now [B-time] . [O] raining [B-weather] .
Tim [B-name] Johnson [I-name] works [O] in [O] FBI [B-org] . Joe [B-name] studies [O] in [O] Duke [B-org] University [I-org] . [B-loc] Trail [B-team] Blazers [I-team] . New [B-loc] York [I-loc] is [O] great [O] From domain: Basketball label set L D = { 1 , 2 , . . . , t D }. And for each (x (i) , y (i) ) in D, we assume y (i) j ∈ L D holds for j = (1, 2, . . . , n i ), where n i is the sequence length of y (i) .
Few-shot models are usually first trained on a set of source domains {D 1 , D 2 , . . .}. And then directly work on another set of unseen target domains {D 1 , D 2 , . . .}. Here, D i = D j holds for any i, j. Target domain D j usually contains few (x, y) pairs, which conforms to the few-shot setting.
For sequence labeling, an input x is a sequence of tokens, and each token has a label. These labels might be duplicate or not, so the number of labels within an input sequence is unpredictable. The n-way k-shot definition is therefore inapplicable for few-shot sequence labeling. We give the definition of k-shot sequence labeling by introducing k-shot support set and presenting a minimum-including algorithm (see Appendix B) that randomly constructs a k-shot support set from original dataset. A k-shot support set S is essentially a set of (x (i) , y (i) ) pairs, each of which is sampled from the same domain D. A k-shot support set S follows two criteria: (1) All labels within the domain should appear at least k times in S. (2) At least one label will appear less than k times in S if any (x, y) pair is removed from it.
The k-shot sequence labeling task is then defined as follows: given a k-shot support set S and an input sequence x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ), find x's best label sequence y * : y * = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n ) = arg max y p(y | x, S)
Model
In this section, we introduce the proposed framework. Subsection 4.1 shows the overview of the framework, and we will successively discuss the 3 components in Subsection 4.2, 4.3, 4.4.
Framework Overview
Conditional Random Field (CRF) 4 considers both the transition score and the emission score to find the global optimal label sequence for each input. Following the same idea, we build our few-shot sequence labeling framework with three components: Contextual Embedding, Emission Scorer and Transition Scorer, each of which can be implemented with different models.
We slightly modify classic linear-CRF to conform it to the few-shot setting. Instead of modeling p(y | x), we model p(x | I). Here, I = (x, S) and S is a k-shot support set. Then, we calculate the probability of Y = y given I as:
We present classic CRF in Appendix A 
General Transition Table T Specific Transition Matrix M
He [O] loves [O] Chicago [B-loc] Bulls [B-team] New [B-loc] York [I-loc] is [O] great [O] I [O] like [O] ] Portland [B-loc] Trail [B-team] Blazers [I-team] Emission Score where
Prediction
is the Emission Scorer and f T (y j−1 , y j ) is the Transition Scorer, λ is the weight of it. We take − log(p(y|I)) as loss function and minimize it on data from source domains. After the model is trained, we employ Viterbi algorithm (Forney, 1973) to find the best label sequence for each input.
Transition Scorer
The transition scorer component captures the dependencies between labels. 5 We model the label dependency as the transition probability between two labels:
Conventionally, such probabilities are directly learned from training data and stored in a transition matrix M N ×N , where N is the number of labels. We define the first dimension to represent the rows and the second dimension to represents the columns. For example,
, where 1 and 2 are two different labels. But in the few-shot setting, a model sees different label sets in the source domains (train) and the target domains (test). This mismatch on labels blocks the trained transition scorer from directly working on a target domain.
The dependency transfer mechanism (DT) overcomes this issue by directly modeling the transition probabilities between abstract labels. Intuitively, there are only three abstract labels: O, B and I. However, having merely B and I is not enough since the transition probability between same labels and different labels are usually different. For example, I-1 is very likely to transit to I-1 itself, but will never transit to I of another different label such as I-2 . Therefore, we introduce another 4 abstract labels named same B (sB), different B (dB), same I (sI) and different I (dI). Then, instead of learning a transition matrix M for the real labels, we learn a transition Table T 
[dI] stands for the probability of transition from B of one label to I of another different label. We represents such probability as p Figure 2 , where positions in same color are filled by the same values.
Contextual Embedding
Since we assign each token a label based on its representation (embedding) and a token might have different meanings among different contexts, there is a natural demand that we should represent a token by taking its context into account. Here, it is achieved with contextual embedding methods (Peters et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2018) that embed each token based on both the token itself and its context. The Contextual Embedding component here takes a sequence of tokens x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) as input, and output an embedding matrix E n×h , where h is the embedding size. The i th row in this embedding matrix is the contextual word embedding of the i th token in x.
Emission Scorer
As shown in Figure 2 , the emission scorer component takes the contextual embeddings as input and independently assigns each token an emission score with regard to each label. This component can be implemented with any few-shot classification model. We employ matching network (Vinyals et al., 2016) and prototypical network (Snell et al., 2017) first to show the generalization capability of our framework. Then, we propose the sequence match network which is a normalized version of matching network. For vanilla matching network, the emission score is calculated as follows:
N S is the number of words in support set S, and k is the label of the k th word in S. I(b) is the indicator function where I(b) = 1 if b = T rue (otherwise I(b) = 0). We denote e i and e S k as the contextual embedding of x i and k th word in S, respectively. Then Sim(e j , e S k ) is a function that calculate the similarity between them. We utilize dot product as the similarity metric for all the models, but it is also possible to use other similarity metrics. In our case, Sim(e j , e S k ) = e j · e S k . For sequence matching network, we normalized the emission score for each label as follows:
For prototypical network, we first calculate an h dimensional representation c m for each label:
Then the emission score is calculated as: f P E (y j , j, x, S) = Sim(e j , c yj )
Experiment
We exploit multiple datasets to evaluate the proposed methods on two learning tasks: name entity recognition and slot tagging. Due to space limit, we only present the detailed results under the oneshot setting, which transfers the learnt knowledge from source domains (training) to an unseen target domain (testing) containing a one-shot support set. The results on five-shot settings are consistent and we present them in the supplementary Appendix D.
Dataset and Sample Construction
We exploit the snips dataset (Coucke et al., 2018) to evaluate our models in slot tagging task. The snips dataset includes data from 7 domains, which are respectively Weather (We), Music (Mu), PlayList (Pl), Book (Bo), Search Screen (Se), Restaurant (Re) and Creative Work (Cr). For named entity recognition task, we utilized 4 different datasets: CoNLL-2003 (Sang and De Meulder, 2003) , GUM (Zeldes, 2017) , WNUT-2017 (Derczynski et al., 2017 and Ontonotes (Pradhan et al., 2013) , each of which contains data from only 1 domain. The 4 domains are respectively News, Wiki, Social and Mixed. Information of original datasets is shown in Appendix C.
A big difference between few-shot and conventional sequence labeling is the definition of the sample. In few-shot learning, a sample is no longer an (x, y) pair. Instead, it's the combination of an (x, y) pair and a corresponding k-shot support set. Table 1 shows the overview of data we utilize. We exploit the same number of samples for 1-shot and 5-shot sequence labeling. Specifically, for each domain in slot tagging task, we randomly sample 2000 (x, y) pairs and 100 different k-shot support sets. Then, we construct 2000 samples by letting every 20 (x, y) pairs share a same support set. Similarly, for NER task, we built 4000 samples with 200 different k-shot support sets for each domain. Each k-shot support set here is obtained with the Algorithm 1 (see Appendix B). In practice, since our algorithm is likely to delete some certain extreme samples during the construction, we randomly keep 20% of samples that should have been deleted to make the sampling more uniform.
To test the robustness of our framework, we perform cross validation by separately testing models on different domains. Each time, we pick one target domain for testing, one domain for development, and use the rest domains as source domains for training. So for slot tagging, all models are trained on 10000 samples, and validated as well as tested on 2000 samples respectively. And for named entity recognition, we train the models on 8000 samples, while respectively validate and test them on 4000 samples. Figure 1 shows the procedure of a single cross validation.
Evaluation and Hyperparameters
During evaluation phase, we aggregate samples with the same support set together and call the combination of these samples as a batch. We take the average of the macro F1 scores over all the batches as the evaluation metric. For each batch, Macro F1 scores is calculated as F = 2P R P +R , where P = K k=1 P k K and R = K k=1 R k K . Here, P k and R k are the precision and recall of the k th sample of a batch, and K is the number of samples in a batch. We use the conlleval script 6 to calculate F1 score in practice.
To control the effect of nondeterministic of neural network training (Reimers and Gurevych, 2017) , we run each experiment with three different random seeds and report the average scores of them. For all the models building under our framework, we use the uncased BERT-Base (Devlin et al., 2018) to calculate contextual embedding, and all models are trained with ADAM algorithm (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with batch size 4 and a learning rate of 1e-5. For all models that take the dependency transfer mechanism (DT) into account, we left the emission score unnormalized and set the weight of transition score as 100. Early stop in training is performed when there is no loss decay for 2 epochs.
Baselines
We compare our model with the following baselines:
Bi-LSTM is a sequence labeling model base on bidirectional LSTM (Huang et al., 2015) . For each sample, it is trained on the support set and tested on corresponding (x, y) pair.
SimBERT is a model predicts labels of a sequence by directly calculating cosine similarity between tokens with contextual embeddings given by pre-trained BERT model. For each token x j , SimBERT finds it's most similar token x k in support set, and the label of x j is predicted to be the label of x k .
TransferBERT is a domain transfer model based on BERT. It learns a sequence labeling model by following the NER setting of BERT (Coucke et al., 2018) . We first fine-turn the pre-trained BERT model on the sources domains and then further fine-tune it on the support set of the target domain. WarmProtoZero (WPZ) (Fritzler et al., 2018 ) is a few-shot sequence labeling model that regards sequence labeling as classification of each single token. It pre-trains a prototypical network (Snell et al., 2017) on source domains, and utilize it to do token-level classification on target domains without training. They originally use learned token embedding. We respectively use random initialization and pre-trained GloVe embedding (Pennington et al., 2014) to embed each token.
WPZ+BERT is an implementation of WPZ model under our framework. To eliminate the influence of different embedding methods, we implement it with Contextual Embedding and Emission Scorer components of our framework. Then we assign each token a label singly based on the emission score.
Matching Network (MN) is a model similar to WPZ + BERT. The only difference is that we employing matching network Vinyals et al. (2016) as the Emission Scorer.
Main Results
Table 2 and 3 respectively shows the sequence labeling results of models on ST and NER tasks, where each column respectively shows the F1 scores of taking a certain domain as target domain. As shown in the tables, our model implemented with sequence matching network (SMN) and the dependency transfer mechanism (DT) achieves the best performance in both ST and NER tasks.
Our model significantly outperforms Bi-LSTM and TransferBERT, indicating that the number of labeled data under few-shot setting is too scarce for both conventional machine learning models and transfer learning models to achieve a satisfied performance. Moreover, the performance of SimBERT demonstrates the superiority of metric-based methods over conventional machine learning models under few-shot setting.
Although WarmProtoZero (WPZ) model is constructed upon the metric-based method, it suffers from the weak representation ability of its token embeddings, which are learned during training phase. We therefore employ GloVe to initialize its embedding, and further implement it under our framework which employs BERT to calculate contextual embedding. It's performance improves significantly.
Comparing to other baseline models, WPZ+BERT and MN achieve much better performance. Such results demonstrate the effectiveness and generalization capability of our framework. More importantly, although been implemented under the same framework, our model still significantly outperforms them. We attribute the improvement to the dependency transfer mechanism and the sequence matching network, and we respectively discuss the effectiveness of them in the next section.
Effectiveness Analyze
Effectiveness of Dependency Transfer The only difference among MN, SMN and WPZ+BERT in Table 2 and 3 is the methods used to implement Emission Scorer, which are respectively matching network, sequence matching network and prototypical network. Regardless of how the emission score is calculated, models that employ the dependency transfer mechanism significantly outperform the corresponding single models in almost all the domains of both tasks. For named entity recognition, models that include the dependency transfer mechanism improves F1 scores by 75.2% in average. For slot tagging, MN+DT achieves about 9.5 improvement in F1 scores comparing to single model, and such value is about 7.5 for WPZ+BERT+DT and SMN+DT. The empirical evaluation not only strongly backups our hypothesis that dependency between labels is a transferable knowledge, but also proves the effectiveness of the dependency transfer mechanism in capturing such knowledge.
To have deeper insight of the reason why DT is helpful, we conduct accuracy analysis of label prediction for SMN and SMN+DT under 1-shot slot tagging. We assess the models' label predicting accuracy of different types of label bi-grams. The result is shown in Table 4 . We futher summarize the bi-grams into 3 categories: Tag Border, Tag Consistency and Other. Tag Border includes the bi-grams across the border of a tag span; Tag Consistency is the bi-grams within a tag span. As showed in table, improvements of Tag Consistency shows that dependency transfer successfully provide rules to reduce illegal label transition. For example, SMN may predict wrong consequent labels of B-time and I-city, which is very likely to be fixed by the dependency transfer mechanism. Interestingly, results of Tag Border shows the dependency transfer mechanism also helps to decide the boundaries of label spans more accurately, which is hard to achieve by adding transition rules. Effectiveness of Sequence Matching Network Experimental results in both tasks illustrate the superiority of SMN over vanilla MN. Compare to MN, SMN improves the F1 scores by 67.0% in named entity recognition. Such value increases to 124.2% when DT is applied. Also, in slot tagging experiments, the improvements in F1 scores are respectively 12.7 for single SMN and 10.8 for SMN+DT. We believe that the effectiveness of SMN comes from the normalization of emission score, which enables the model to pay less attention to the frequency of label appearance and pay more attention to the similarity between tokens.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a CRF-based framework for few-shot linguistic sequence labeling. By integrating the prior knowledge of token similarities and label dependencies, our framework is able to conduct sequence labeling with only a few labeled samples. Within the framework, we propose the dependency transfer mechanism, which transfers the prior knowledge of the label dependencies across domains with different label set. And we introduce sequence matching network to more effectively model token similarities for few-shot sequence labeling task. Few-shot experiments on slot tagging and named entity recognition tasks show that both the dependency transfer mechanism and sequence matching network are really helpful in improving the performance of few-shot sequence labeling models. Results also prove the importance of transferring label dependencies from source domains.
Appendix

A Conditional Random Field
Here, we introduce the classic CRF model. Let G = (V , E) be an undirected graph such that
is the conditional probability distribution of Y given X. If the following equation:
holds for every v, then p(Y | X) is a CRF. The w ∼ v represents all the vertices that are directly connect to v in graph G.
Consider the nature of sequence labeling, we only care about the case that graph G is a linear chain: G = (V − {1, 2, . . . , n} , E − {(i, i + 1)}). For such graph G, the Markov property of Y i conditioned on X can be rewritten as:
If equation (1) holds, we say p(Y | X) is a linear-chain CRF. Let X = x, the probability of Y = y can be represented as follows:
The t k (y i−1 , y i , x, i) and s l (x i , x, i) here are feature functions. λ k and µ l are the corresponding weights.
B Minimum-including Algorithm
Algorithm 1: Minimum-including Require: shot number k, domain D, label set L D = { 1 , 2 , . . . , t D } 1: Initialize support set S = {}, Count n = 0 (n = 1, 2, . . . , t D ) 2: for n in L D do while Count n < k do From D \ S, randomly sample a (x (i) , y (i) ) pair that y (i) includes n Add (x (i) , y (i) ) to S Update all Count n (n = 1, 2, . . . , t D )
3: for each (x (i) , y (i) ) in S do Remove (x (i) , y (i) ) from S and update all Count n (n = 1, 2, . . . , t D ) if any Count n < k then Put (x (i) , y (i) ) back Update all Count n (n = 1, 2, . . . , t D ) 4: Return S C Dataset In Detail Table 5 shows the detail information of original datasets used in experiments. D Experiments on 5-shots Setting Table 6 : . F1 score results on 5-shot slot tagging. We respectively explore WarmProtoZero (WPZ), matching network (MN), sequence matching network (SMN) and the dependency transfer mechanism (DT) in our experiments. Our model SMN+DT achieves the best performance in this task. To verify the proposed model's generalization ability in more shot situations, we perform 5-shots experiments on the task of slot tagging and named entity recognition. The results are showed in Table 6 and Table 7 respectively. Our model achieve best performance on average F1 score, and Dependency Transfer consistently improve models performance. Dataset information for 5-shot experiments is listed in Table 8 .
Model
